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Details of Visit:

Author: nomad
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 8 Apr 2010 18.00
Duration of Visit: one hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Apartment in a large block next to the Conran Shop - a few minutes from South Kensington Tube.
No problem in entering - the porter even smiled as I went past.

The Lady:

Diamond is very small with enhanced breasts (but well done). She looks even younger than 21.
Overall a great body and attractive.

The Story:

I originally booked Natee based on her universally great reviews but the agency rang back to say
that it was the wrong time of the month. The lady suggested Diamond. I was undecided about
whether to just postpone until next week or go for someone else. In the end I booked Diamond and
asked the agency to make sure she was wearing a specific outfit that featured in her web photos.

When I arrived she hadn't received the message but she quickly changed. She offered me an
assisted shower but this consisted of lying in an empty bath while she sprayed a bit of water on me.
The TV was on loud - showing music videos and this remained on throughout. Atmosphere was
zero.

Diamond accepted everything I wanted to do without any problem but it all seemed a bit too
mechanical. Kissing was very basic and she wouldn't engage properly. With both the BJ and sex,
Diamond kept wanting to go quickly (to get the whole thing over maybe) and I kept telling her to
slow down. She would do this for a minute and then speed up to her speed again - she wasn't
reading the signs as she wanted to do it her way.

I told her I wanted CIM and she agreed but took evasive action right at the crucial point.

Then she offered a massage which was quite good but her phone kept ringing and at one point she
was talking on the phone with one hand while massaging with the other until I asked her to put the
phone down.

She sensed it wasn't going too well and kept asking me if I was ok and apologising for her friend on
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the phone. So all in all it was very average - sweet and obliging enough but with an element of
detachment that made the difference between a heroic punt and one where we went through the
motions. 
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